Dracula, Moonraker not up to par

(Continued from page 8)

Bill Murray in Saturday Night Live Same is Tripper, the outrageous leader of the counter-men-in-training at Camp Northstar in Meanheart. He tears up the camp rules and throws them in the trash "where you and I put them," the chief of security, Tripper says. And so the fun begins.

Murray enters as an extra, of course, often crowded restaurant on the second level in Faneuil Hall. The menu features crepes made into entrees such as the seafood crepe, and others that are made into desserts such as the Crepes Suzette. Also available are such favorites as steak and

The Magic Pan, Proud Popover reviewed

The Proud Popover is a quaint restaurant in the Quincy Market place featuring early American decor and cuisine. As the name indicates, the house specialty is popovers. Dishes from seafood to beef curry are served on fresh hot popovers. With every meal, a basket of steaming popovers is served with honey and fresh butter.

The atmosphere is rustic. You are greeted at the door by a hostess costumed as if this were an inn in the early eighteen hundreds. You are escorted to an oak table set with wooden chairs. Surrounding you are planked walls and high beamed ceilings. The dining rooms come complete with a loft.

Service is prompt and usually courteous. Sometimes, however, it may take a while to receive your order from the kitchen.

Dinners on the weekends are in the $7-$10 price range. On Sundays the restaurant is open for brunch, with numerous specials. Midweek prices are subject to a small change.

Grading on a scale of 1-5, the Proud Popover rates as follows:

Food: 3
Although amply portioned, the food is often bland and sometimes it is not served warm enough.

Service: 4
The waiters and waitresses were pleasant and usually efficient, but they are not truly outstanding.

Atmosphere: 4
The decor is truly novel. Its furnishings and table set with wooden chairs. Surrounding you are planked walls and high beamed ceilings. The dining rooms come complete with a loft.

There is, unfortunately, a drawback in-
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